


What are 
Endangered 

Species? 

Endangered species 
are animals or plants 

that are at risk of 
going extinct!

How do animals become 
endangered?? 

Habitat 
Loss

Global 
Warming

Hunting &
Poaching

Pollution

Farming

Endangered 
Species

Global warming has caused polar bears to become endangered. 

When the world becomes warmer, the ice in the polar bear’s 
habitat melts. Polar bears rely on the ice to survive. 

! Today, there are about 3079 species of animals known to 
be endangered in the world. There are many  reasons why 
animals become endangered. 
! Habitat loss is a major reason why animals become 
endangered. Habitat loss occurs when animals no longer have 
a place to live, find food and reproduce. Human activities like 
farming and ___________ cause habitat loss. Over half of the 
world’s forests are gone.
! Another major reason why animals become endangered 
is global warming. Due to pollution, the earth is becoming 
warmer. This has changed the ____________ of many 
animals and made it hard for them to _____________.
! Human activities, like hunting and poaching, are also 
causing animals to become endangered. People who want 
furs, horns and skins from animals can kill too many.

! If humans are not careful, these endangered animals can go extinct. Saving 
endangered species is important because they are a valuable ___________ for the world.

Activity 2:
Listen to the passage 

and fill in the gaps with 
the given vocabulary.

Vocabulary
reasons りゅう 

habitats せいそくち
resource しげん
logging ばっさい
horns ぎゅうかく 
extinct ぜつめつの
survive いきのころ

a
b

cd

e

f

Activity 1: Matching
 Match the new vocabulary to their definitions.

 ____ 1.  しゅりょうする & みつりょうする

 ____ 2.  汚染/おせん

 ____ 3. のうさく
 ____ 4. ちきゅうおんだんか

 ____ 5. ぜつめつきぐしゅ

 ____ 6. せいそくちそんしつ

Activity 3: Comprehension
Write 1 example of how something has caused one species to become endangered.

Hunting and poaching have caused___________________ 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

_______________________________________________


